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FRENCH HIGH END ANALOG AUDIO DEVICES
MODEL : RESISTOR
                       RESISTOR-D

Pure Silver / Carbon
AUDIO RESISTOR

LEFSON
63 A6 Z.I de la Kruystraete
F-59470 WORMHOUT
FRANCE

www.lefson.com
contact@lefson.com
+33 (0) 671434503+33 (0) 671434503

FEATURES
- PURE CARBON RESISTIVE ELEMENT
- PURE SILVER (99,9%) STRONG LEADS
- MULTILAYER 24K GOLD PLATING (ULTRA range)
- POWER RATED : 4W -> 15W
- EPOXY IMPREGNATED & HEATSINKABLE

APPLICATIONS
- PASSIVE FILTER / CROSSOVER / ATTENUATOR- PASSIVE FILTER / CROSSOVER / ATTENUATOR
- AMPLIFIER / EMITTER-SOURCE RESISTOR
- AUDIOPHILE RESISTOR

DESCRIPTION

The audio resistors LEFSON RESISTOR and LEFSON RESISTOR-D 
(dual) are very high performance pure silver / carbon audio resistors. 
They are made of a pure graphite resistive element and pure silver 
leads. Suitable for speaker crossover or Emitter/Source resistor of 
transistors in preamplifier/amplifier, the LEFSON RESISTOR and 
LEFSON RESISTOR-D are pushing up the limits of sound 
reproduction.The three ranges PREMIUM, SUPRA and ULTRA allow 
thethe user to choose the level of performance required. Near zero 
inductance and distortion, heatsinkable, mechanical earthing 
possibility, incredible neutrality, the LEFSON RESISTOR is the 
ultimate solution to improve any analog circuitry.

ENCAPSULATION          ABS case with epoxy resin seal

TERMINATIONS    Pure Silver / Multilayer 24K Gold plating

COLOUR                     White
           

MARKING                     Black

EPOXY RESIN SEAL                 Black

CONSTRUCTION

RESISTOR RANGE                 0R33 to 220R
POWER RATING (< 60°C)    4 to 15W

RESISTANCE TOLERANCE            typically ±5%
TEMPERATURE RANGE           -50 to +85°C

SPECIFICATIONS 

VALUES

NOTES

The power rating is expressed with two values (example 
6/10W). The first is maximum power rating without any 
heatsink. The second concerns maximum power rating 
when the LEFSON RESISTOR is fixed on a heatsink or to 
a reliable case. Regarding this purpose, using thermal 
paste is recommended.

AllAll those power values were measured with direct current. 
When AC operating (audio), maximum power rating is 
much greater. During our post-manufacturing tests 
period, the LEFSON RESISTOR is stressed with current 
peaks, up to 25/30W.

Always make sure the electrical power between resistor 
leads never exceeds the corresponding rated values.

DueDue to handmade assembling, all dimensions can be 
subject to very small tolerance in measurments.
In the interest of development of the RESISTOR 
characteristics, drawing may change without notice.
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* This dimension can be smaller, depending of the ohmic value of the RESISTOR. 
Note : in the interest of the development of the component, characteristics and/ or drawing may change without notice.
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